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Book club delves into Braiding Sweetgrass
By Kristin Scheer
When I started reading Braiding
Sweetgrass, by Robin Wall Kimmerer, I knew I needed to talk
about it.
You see, I started learning about
global warming and climate crisis
as a kid in the 1970s. Scientists

were warning what would happen
if we did not reign in our appetite
for fossil fuels. Several decades later, I found myself as an environmental activist trying to spread the
warning. My underlying sense of
dread—they call it eco-anxiety—
never went away.

And then I started reading Braiding Sweetgrass. Robin Wall Kimmerer is a citizen of the
Potawatomie nation, and in that
culture, di erent stories are told,
stories of oneness with nature, of
cooperation and reciprocity with
Book club — continued on p. 5

Join peace
witness vs.
drone
warfare
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By Chris Overfelt
With the tragic events unfolding in Ukraine, it is important for
peace activists around the world to join in solidarity. One way to
do that is to oppose militarism in our local communities. On April
30, from 10 am to 11 am, PeaceWorks Kansas City will host a
peace witness at Whiteman Air Force Base in Knob Noster, Mo.
Whiteman AFB is home to the B-2 bombers that can deliver nuclear payloads around the world. It is also part of the sprawling
network of drone warfare where remote strikes are carried out in
countries thousands of miles from the operator’s location.
For the past 20 years, drone warfare has been a key tactic in the
war on terror. Civilian deaths, anti-American resentment, and an
ever-growing list of enemies have been the results of this oftenhidden aspect of American foreign policy. To join this April 30
peace witness, call Henry Stoever, 913-375-0045. Carpooling is
available from Kansas City at 8:30 am. Peace activists around the
world have recognized this moment as a crucial one in human history. We can do our part to help our society navigate this treacherous terrain, one step at a time. ⚘
—Vet for Peace Chris Overfelt is on the PeaceWorks-KC Board.
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Chris Overfelt, left, with his Vets for Peace
ag, and Henry Stoever send a message
near the entry to Whiteman AFB on Nov.
29, 2021. —Photo by Bennette Dibben
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Courtroom, from left: e prosecutor questions Lt. Michael Clark, standing at the podium; Judge Ardie A. Bland presides; and defendants listen
(from left): Brother Louis Rodemann, Jim Hannah, Tom Mountenay, Brian Terrell. —Sketch by Pat Marrin

Anti-nuclear activists break the law; judge praises them
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By Tom Fox
With nations warring, arsenals stocked with nuclear
weapons, four peace activists on trial in Kansas City,
Mo., o ered what they said was a way out of growing madness: nonviolent resistance.
A judge, faced with ruling on trespass o enses at a
local nuclear weapons manufacturing plant, appeared persuaded with their cause, suspended a sixmonth jail sentence, and praised them for attempting to change the world. “While in the eyes of the
law you are guilty,” Municipal Court Judge Ardie A.
Bland told the men, “I recognize that there is a
higher power that compelled you to act.”
Bland added, “One thing I’m always reminded of is
that in the eyes of the law, Martin Luther King was
seen as a criminal. So I’m of the understanding that
oftentimes the law is not in your favor. However, if
King and other people like him didn’t do what you
people are doing, nothing would ever change.”
Each Memorial Day, scores of activists march on a
plant south of the city, where 85 percent of the nonnuclear components of US nuclear weapons are
made or procured. e plant covers grounds larger
than the Pentagon, employs some 6,000 people, and
runs on a $1 billion annual budget. Members of
PeaceWorks Kansas City organize the protests.
Scores join in; sometimes a handful cross a purple
line, walking into the hands of federal and local police in black riot gear. (Full disclosure: I have participated in these protests and two years back crossed
the line and was arrested.)

Four of ve protesters who trespassed last Memorial
Day— Jim Hannah, Tom Mountenay, Christian
Brother Louis Rodemann, and Brian Terrell—faced
Judge Bland on Feb. 18, each making the case to abolish nuclear weapons before they abolish humanity.
What characterized their protest and court actions
was the purposeful respect they showed those who
disagreed with them. “ e intent is to practice nonviolence. Loving one’s so-called enemy involves really
respecting that person,” said PeaceWorks-KC Cochair Henry Stoever, who faced another judge Feb. 23
for the same trespassing act last Memorial Day. Kansas City nuclear plant demonstrations occur only after
protesters inform the police, sharing their agenda,
telling them what to expect, including how many plan
to break the law. Henry Stoever, a retired attorney,
makes the point of opening all communication channels, giving federal and local police chiefs his telephone number and email address.
Over the years, police protest suspicions have waned.
Police have warmed to the demonstrators. One recent
particularly hot Memorial Day, the police passed out
cases of water bottles to the protesters. Last Memorial
Day, after Hannah had crossed the line, he put his
hands behind him to be cu ed. He told one police
o cer, a woman, his arm was hurting. She cu ed only
one hand though Hannah, not wanting to expose the
action, played along, keeping both hands behind his
back during the 45-minute booking at the plant.
Activists’ trial — continued on p. 3

Activists’ trial —

continued from page 2

At the Feb. 18 trial the prosecution’s sole witness, the chief federal
agent who ordered the arrests, Lt.
Michael Clark, told Judge Bland
he had nothing but respect for the
demonstrators. He shook hands
with each of them, in e ect becoming a witness for the defense.
Before passing his verdict, Judge
Bland, in an unusual move, gave
the demonstrators ve minutes
each to explain the motives behind
their actions.
e last to speak was Rodemann.
His shoulders hunched and wearing a faded, checkered shirt, he
began reading from a single piece
of paper he had carried in his
pocket. “Over half—53 percent—
of the US discretionary budget is
allocated to the plans and preparation for war, our carrying out these
plans, and addressing the longterm physical and mental e ects of
our veterans. Every budget is a
moral document! Under these criteria, our country, the United
States of America, stands indicted:

sinful, guilty, immoral!”
Rodemann went on to say he had
taken a personal vow of nonviolence that included eliminating
the causes of war “from my own
heart and from the face of the
Earth.”
After the men nished pleading
their cases, explaining to Judge
Bland they had followed a call to a
high moral order, Bland responded, saying he was torn between
enforcing civil law and “doing the
right thing.”
Bland told the defendants, “ e
Supreme Court of a high power is
always going to have you do what
you think you need to do that is
right. … I have no intentions of
having you ever serving a day in
jail. … And this is o the books:
I’m going to ask you to pray for
me and the rest of the justice system to do the right thing.”
If ever there was a question if the
protesters had adequately communicated messages of respect and

Stoever to appeal sentence
for nuke resistance
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Lawyer Henry Stoever, on trial Feb. 23, was sentenced
to 180 days in jail (suspended execution of sentence),
2 years’ probation, and fees for crossing the property
line at the KC MO nuclear weapons parts plant last
May 31. He was ordered to obey all laws. He is appealing the conviction, hoping for a jury trial. In the 36-page
trial brief, which the judge refused to consider as an
exhibit in the case, Stoever wrote, “We are addicted to
war and, with nuclear weapons, we are on the verge of
omnicide. It is necessary to do an intervention. Our
tool is the courage of nonviolence.”
After the trial, in the lobby before departing, Stoever
said, “O cials have blinders on to what this plant is
doing to the poor and to the Earth.” ⚘
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Judge Ardie A. Bland —Photo by Tom Fox

e ective communication, self-stated cores to nonviolence resistance,
it dissolved when, following the
trial, Bland asked each up to the
bench for st bumps. ⚘
—Tom Fox is editor/publisher
emeritus of the National Catholic
Reporter. Above are excerpts
reprinted with NCR’s permission.
e full story is at
https://www.ncronline.org/news/
opinion/4-anti-nuclear-activistsbroke-law-their-sentencing-judgepraised-them.

Here is my annual membership for PeaceWorks
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Membership…………………..$40
Donor..….……………..………$50+
Major Donor……………….….$100+
Family Membership……….…$60
Group Membership……….….$75
Limited-Income Membership..$5+
Newsletter Subscription……..$10
Lifetime Membership….….…$1,000
Sustaining Membership….….$5+/mo.

□ Send newsletter electronically

Mail to:
PeaceWorks
4509 Walnut St.
Kansas City, MO 64111
Make check to:
PeaceWorks
or, for tax deductibility, to
Missouri Peace Foundation

E-mail address: __________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________
City, State, ZIP: ___________________________________________
Daytime phone: (___)_________ Evening phone: (___)__________

Song, sorrow, hope at the heart of PeaceWorks’ Annual Meeting
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By Mary Hladky
Cris Mann, co-chair of PeaceWorks Kansas City, was
our entertaining host for the 2022 Annual Meeting,
held March 6 by Zoom. Mindful of the war against
Ukraine, Mann asked Ann Suellentrop to open our
meeting with Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in the Wind.”
Suellentrop ended with her own stanza, with a bow to
Marvin Gaye (for “love can conquer hate”):
How many times will we escalate?
When will we learn that only love can conquer hate?
How many times must we say no to nukes
Before we take them all down?
e answer, my friend, is blowin’ in the wind.
e answer is blowin’ in the wind.
I described the voting process, and we watched
Spencer Graves’ slideshow of PeaceWorks Board candidates. By acclamation, we elected these leaders: CoChairs - Cris Mann and Henry Stoever; VP - Mary
Hladky; Treasurer - Dave Pack; Secretary - Spencer
Graves; Board Members: Charles Carney, Sunny
Hamrick, Chris Overfelt, Kristin Scheer and Jon
Shafer. Shafer, the only new Board member, o ered
this re ection: “Russia’s invasion of Ukraine provides
us a good opportunity to show that Peace Works. Using passive resistance and nancial sanctions, we can
demonstrate that nonviolent responses to violence
are more e ective, delegating war to the dustbin
of history.” Note: Ann
Suellentrop continues on
the Board for the second
year of her two-year term.
Dave Pack, treasurer, said,
“PeaceWorks is in good
standing nancially. We
Jon Shafer at a recent rally of
have been able to continStand Up KC, standing for a
ue our support for KKFI
minimum wage of $15 an hour.
(90.1 FM), Learning
—Photo courtesy of Jon Shafer
Club, Peace Action, International Coalition to Abolish Nuclear Weapons,
and Poor People’s Campaign. We are only e ective if
we are part of a bigger whole.”
After many speakers, Hannah gave us a break. He led
us through his version of Truth or Consequences—on
US history we may have missed. Jim told us most US
citizens could not pass the citizenship test taken by
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immigrants. Less than 20 percent of college-educated
persons could identify, by multiple choice, the e ect of
the Emancipation Proclamation; less than 29 percent
could de ne what Reconstruction was; only 22 percent could match the phrase “government of the people, by the people, for the people” with the Gettysburg
Address. All of these pertain to Black history. We
learned, from our game, that what Hitler admired
most about the US
were our Jim Crow
laws, basically
American racism.
To close our
Annual Meeting,
we sang “Happy
Birthday,” marking
PeaceWorks’ 40th
anniversary—
Jim Hannah weaves his new favorite
relishing our long
book into Truth or Consequences.
work for peace and
—Screenshot by Kriss Avery
justice! ⚘

Stop effort to preempt Safe
and Welcoming City Act!
House Bill (HB) 2717 was introduced in the Kansas legislature by Kansas Attorney General Derek
Schmidt shortly after passage of the Safe and Welcoming City Act on Feb. 10 by the Uni ed Government (of Wyandotte County and Kansas City,
KS). e Safe and Welcoming City Act will provide a municipal photo ID to thousands of residents of Wyandotte County who have no ID and
to others who would like an ID showing they live
in Wyandotte County. e ordinance also strictly
limits Uni ed Government employees, including
police, from compromising public trust in them by
cooperating with ICE (Immigration and Customs
Enforcement) unless they are presented with a judicial warrant or the public safety is at risk. However, HB 2717 seeks to prevent Wyandotte County
from implementing the Safe and Welcoming City
Act fully, and represents a threat to all Kansas
communities that wish to implement local policy
without interference from state o cials. If you live
in Kansas, please ask your state legislators not to
quash the Safe and Welcoming City Act. ⚘

Cheatum Community Peace Award goes to KC Tenants
By Jane Stoever
“We are humbled!” said Diane Charity,
accepting an award for KC Tenants at
PeaceWorks’ Annual Meeting March
6. e award, the Kris and Lynn
Cheatum Community Peace Award,
honors the Cheatums—former leaders
of PeaceWorks—and goes to groups
building peace and empowerment in
the local community.
“Never an ‘I,’ always a ‘we,’” said Diane. “KC Tenants believes in the ‘we.’
KC Tenants wants to ensure everyone
has a safe, accessible, and truly a ordable home. Many of our people are
priced out of a home.” She continued,
“We don’t want rats in our houses. We
don’t want mold in our places. We
don’t want our babies to live couch-

sur ng from house to house.”
In February 2019, Charity collaborated with three other
women to form KC Tenants:
Tara Raghuveer, Tiana Caldwell, and Brandy Granados.
ey wrote and the KC MO
City Council eventually passed
the Tenant’s Bill of Rights and
Right to Counsel ordinances
(the right to counsel concerning eviction).
Announcing the award during
the Annual Meeting, PeaceWorks activist Bennette
Dibben congratulated KC Tenants
for “empowering a more beloved
community with awareness, education, and advocacy.” ⚘

Diane Charity and Jude Granados
(son of KC Tenants co-founder
Brandy Granados) in March 2019
at the rst rally at City Hall for
the Tenant’s Bill of Rights.
—Photo courtesy of Diane Charity

Bennette Dibben shares Book club — continued from page 1
the natural world. She has a
need to learn to listen.”
at rally for women
Bennette Dibben, of PeaceWorks, o ered
these re ections March 12 at the rally for
International Women’s Day hosted by Advocates of Silenced Turkey in KC MO.
ese are excerpts; her full talk is at
PeaceWorksKC.org.
My childhood was far from idyllic, but
I grew inner strength from it. I’m #6 of
7 children. When our father left, our
mother raised us on her own. In some
ways our family was fortunate. e welfare system supported her. She was able
to work outside the home, open a bank
account, and borrow money for a home.
My heart goes out to the people of
Ukraine. Ukraine stepped onto the international stage in 1996 when it decided to shut down all its nuclear
weapons sites. e country handed back
to Russia about 1,900 nuclear warheads
that it inherited from the old USSR.
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Rally for women — continued on p. 7
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PhD in botany and is a decorated professor, but most important, she is a superb storyteller.
Kimmerer tells of a planet that
loves us as the good mother she
is and wants only for us to love
her back. Now I see a way forward. “It’s not just land that is
broken,” she says, “but more
importantly our relationship to
land. … (And it) cannot heal
until we hear its stories. ... e
plants can tell us her story: we

Robin Wall Kimmerer

So I feel compelled to share
her book. I started a book
club that meets informally via
Zoom several Saturdays a
month to explore Braiding
Sweetgrass and consider how
we can incorporate its ideas
to move forward in di erent
ways. Please join us. My
email is scheerkc@gmail.com.
Send a note; I’ll send you a
link to our next meeting. ⚘

Kristin Scheer
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Advocates of Silenced Turkey hold rally for women worldwide

People seeking justice for women in Turkey and worldwide gather March 12.
—Photo by Ann Suellentrop

By Ann Suellentrop
For the second year, Advocates of
Silenced Turkey celebrated International Women’s Day with a
rally—this year held March 12 at
the Penn Valley Friends Meeting
House in KC MO. Dozens of people attended, all committed to
speaking up for women’s safety in
Turkey and throughout the world.
Uma, an immigrant, told of a
woman, Ayse, who was imprisoned
in Turkey with cancer and without
adequate medical care. “Speaking up
for voices of the voiceless will matter!” Uma told us. Indeed! A few
days after the international gatherings for women’s rights, the good
news came that the imprisoned
woman had been released for 6
months to be able to get health care.
At our rally, Janice Witt, who recently ran for mayor of Kansas City,
KS, re ected on the rapes and mur-

ders of women in NE Kansas
City, KS, and the police corruption related to the abuse. Janice
urged us, “ e evil in the world
tries to make us invisible, because
if we become invisible, we become silent. It is in strength and
unity that we stand together!”
Yasmin Bruno Valdez, of Advocates for Immigrant Rights and
Reconciliation (AIRR), talked
about coming to the US when
she was 3 and witnessing her father’s abuse of her mother. Being
undocumented, Yasmin’s mother
did not feel free to report the
abuse. Yasmin said that situation
occurs in many families today
and addressed the importance of
Wyandotte County’s Safe and
Welcoming Ordinance.
I too shared at the rally. I said, “I
am from PeaceWorks, which has
been in KC for 40 years. We
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Ayse
—Photo courtesy
of Advocates of
Silenced Turkey

work to abolish all nuclear
weapons. We do peaceful witness
at the nuclear-weapon parts plant
here in Kansas City, MO. We are
acutely aware of the dangers of
nuclear war and nuclear accidents
like those at Chernobyl and
Fukushima: dangers that threaten
all of us. But we are active in
many social justice causes because
they are all intertwined: racism,
poverty, militarism, and destruction of Mother Earth.”
All of our group yearn for the
safety of women. We stand against
the imprisonment of women and
babies in Turkey and seek free-

Uma —Photo by Ann Suellentrop

dom for all, everywhere. At the
rally, I asked for a moment of silence, for the su ering in Ukraine
and around the world. After that
quiet, I added, “Today, we celebrate the courage and the heart of
women and women leaders, we
encourage each other and hold
each other close in solidarity.
When women join together, we
are powerful, and we can speak
out for human rights and peace.” ⚘
—By Ann Suellentrop, with assistance from Jane Stoever. Ann
took videos that are online at
PeaceWorksKC.org.

Georgia Walker, former PeaceWorks leader, dies at age 74
By Jane Stoever
at evening, Georgia learned the famed resister
Kathy
Kelly would do civil resistance the next day at
Georgia Walker, a former member of the PeaceWhiteman Air Force Base, where training in drone
Works-KC Board of Directors, died March 7 sudwarfare was being conducted near
denly, of septic shock. She was only
Knob Noster, MO. “How could I
74. We miss you, Georgia!!!
resist a chance to go to jail with
“Georgia was a great intellect,” says
Kathy Kelly?” Georgia explained to
Henry Stoever, co-chair of Peacethose who suggested that doing
Works. She held a PhD and taught
one act of resistance that weekend
at the university level. Georgia comight be enough.
founded and directed Journey to
So on 6/1/14, Georgia and Kathy
New Life to help persons coming
Kelly did civil resistance, refusing
out of prison nd housing, employto leave the entry road to Whitement, and assistance with other chalman AFB when ordered to leave.
lenges. She embodied compassion!
e guards refused the bread
Some PeaceWorks memories: On
Georgia and Kathy o ered them.
5/31/14, during a weekend of
e guards ordered everyone to
PeaceWorks resistance to war and its
back away and soon took Georgia
weapons, Georgia spoke at an entry
Georgia Walker talks with supporters and Kathy to the base for processto Bannister Federal Complex. She
9/26/14 after her trial and moderate ing and then released them, pendsaid the IRS o ce formerly at BFC
sentence for doing civil resistance against ing trial. Georgia’s sentence for the
had been moved because of contamproduction of parts for nuclear weapons Whiteman AFB action was a year’s
inants at BFC from production of
in KC MO. —Photo by Ron Faust
probation, and Kathy, a repeat reparts for nuclear weapons since 1949.
sister, got 3 months in prison.
Georgia fought back tears as she said two of her
anks, Georgia, for your witness and your brave
aunts, IRS employees, had died young from the toxspirit!!!
⚘
ins at BFC. Georgia and Ethan Hughes crossed the
BFC property line and were arrested, processed by
—Jane Stoever is on the PeaceWorks-KC Communicathe police, and released.
tions Team.

Rally for women —

continued from page 6
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e sun ower is its national ower. I stand with the
Ukranian woman who recently confronted a heavily
armed Russian soldier and o ered him sun ower
seeds—so that owers would grow if he died on
Ukraine’s soil … or laid down to refuse to make war.
I honor the Russian peace activists who are risking
long prison sentences and possibly death by protesting the war their government is illegally unleashing.
I wish the American people would open their eyes to
the war crimes we are committing. It’s not just Russia. I can’t stand here and be silent on the role my
government is playing in the horror and su ering of
Somalia, Syria, the Gaza Strip, and Yemen, which
was de ned by the United Nations as the greatest
humanitarian calamity of the 21st century.
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I stand with Ahed Tamimi, a Palestinian activist
who, at age 16, was sentenced to 8 months in an Israeli prison because she stood up to an Israeli soldier
at age 11. She was protesting the con scation of
Palestinian land by Israel in the West Bank. e
United States has provided Israel $150 billion in bilateral assistance, almost all of it going for military
purposes.
Another topic of concern is period poverty. I commend Teresa Hamilton of Giving the Basics, a nonpro t that is Kansas City’s Hygiene Hub. Its goal is
to provide menstrual products to 29 school districts
every month. She says, “You cannot help a child
learn if they come to school without human dignity.
ey need ... improved hope and dignity,” ... and
with that, “you’ve set that scenario (for them) to be
successful. It’s a game-changer.” ⚘
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Nuclear Elephant
By Ron Faust
Super powers have nuclear weapons out of fear
Afraid to get rid of them lest they lose control
inking they will win with bargaining chips
at will have their opponents back down
Unfortunately this fear compromises diplomacy
e nuclear elephant in the room violates trust
Unable to join the rest of the world in solidarity
With a Ban Treaty of nuclear disarmament
Nations with nuclear weapons have a problem
ey appear belligerent, in exible, deceitful
In a fragile world that could blow itself apart
So the urgency of PeaceWorks moves our heart.
3/6/22 (On occasion of the Annual Meeting of
PeaceWorks to remember the 1st anniversary of the
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons and
ponder why diplomacy of big nations is so di cult,
as in the attack of Russia on Ukraine) ⚘

Protest nuke-making in KC
on Memorial Day 5/30/22
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Members of PeaceWorks are forging plans to
protest nuclear weapons on Memorial Day, 5/30/22.
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Contact elected of cials
Mayor Quinton Lucas: 816-513-3500
City Council: 816-513-1368
President Joe Biden: 202-456-1111 comments,
202-456-1414 switchboard
Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.): 202-224-6154
Sen. Roy Blunt (R-Mo.): 202-224-5721
Rep. Emanuel Cleaver
(D-5th dist., Mo.): 202-225-4535
Rep. Sam Graves (R-6th district, Mo.): 202-225-7041
Rep. Vicky Hartzler
(R-4th district, Mo.): 202-225-2876
Sen. Roger Marshall, MD
(R-Kan.): 202-224-4774
Sen. Jerry Moran (R-Kan.): 202-224-6521
Rep. Sharice Davids
(D-3rd dist., Kan.): 913-621-0832

We’ll park on Prospect facing Mo. Hwy. 150, south
of Grandview. At 11 a.m. we’ll have our annual 1mile trek past the massive KC MO nuclear weapons
parts plant, plus a rally, plus a line-crossing. Interested? Contact Jane Stoever, 913-206-4088. ⚘

